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�� To add registration marks for layering To add registration marks for layering 

multimulti--color images, click the red diamond color images, click the red diamond 

tool on the bottom toolbar in tool on the bottom toolbar in SigncutSigncut. . 
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�� Select the side you would like to layer from and click along theSelect the side you would like to layer from and click along the edge of the edge of the 
image. This will create triangles along the edge of the image. image. This will create triangles along the edge of the image. 

�� If you do not wish to place the registration marks along the edgIf you do not wish to place the registration marks along the edge, it will e, it will 
create red diamonds wherever you click. create red diamonds wherever you click. 

�� It is recommended that these marks are not added on top of the iIt is recommended that these marks are not added on top of the image or mage or 
it will cut extra marks on the image itself. it will cut extra marks on the image itself. 
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�� Once the registration marks are added to Once the registration marks are added to 
the image, specific colors can be selected the image, specific colors can be selected 
on the right side toolbar. on the right side toolbar. 

�� Layering can be done with single color Layering can be done with single color 
images also. images also. 

�� Just create the registration marks and cut Just create the registration marks and cut 
the full image on each color of vinyl you the full image on each color of vinyl you 
wish to use, then lay them together. wish to use, then lay them together. 
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�� Every color on an Every color on an 
image shows up on image shows up on 
the right side bar.the right side bar.

�� To view a particular To view a particular 
color alone, click the color alone, click the 
color on the right side. color on the right side. 

�� To view multiple To view multiple 
colors, click each color colors, click each color 
separately while separately while 
holding down the holding down the 
CTRL key. CTRL key. 
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The EndThe End
Please review our tutorials for more information on particular Please review our tutorials for more information on particular 

features.features.

http://http://www.cutterpros.comwww.cutterpros.com/downloads/downloads for further information. for further information. 
To speak with a technician, submit a ticket at To speak with a technician, submit a ticket at 

http://http://www.cutterpros.comwww.cutterpros.com/support//support/ or call 888or call 888--828828--8776 x2278776 x227
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